Our goal is to use microfinance and social business to build a socially and economically
inclusive ‘World of Three Zeroes’ where all humans lead dignified, meaningful lives
__________________________________________________________________________
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1 WEEK TO GO UNTIL WE LAUNCH OUR MAJOR
CROWDFUNDING CAMPAIGN TO HATCH A BETTER
FUTURE IN CAMBODIA
Join our Facebook Event Now to get involved

Women are the cultural centre of many Asian families but at
the same time they remain socially and economically
constrained
Sal's life was never going to be easy when her father was disabled by a landmine,
forcing the entire family to scavenge at the local dumpsite for survival. Alcohol led to
domestic violence, and then Sal lost her eye in a horrible accident. But Sal can mark
the day when her life changed forever - the day she joined Grameen Australia's
Chicken Training Centre. Sal’s determination has ensured she is now a senior
graduate managing our chick pen and a small team of trainee farmers.

Our Social Business Chicken Farm is scaling to the next level where a Village
Grower Project will target the many determined, entrepreneurial women who
passionately want to ensure their children don’t live in the abject poverty of
their own childhood …

BUT

Our goal is to use microfinance and social business to build a socially and economically
inclusive ‘World of Three Zeroes’ where all humans lead dignified, meaningful lives
__________________________________________________________________________

We need THE PERFECT BLOCK OF LAND to establish the ‘layer farm’ to
ensure the farmers can access disease free, vaccinated chicks
Our Deputy Group CEO and CEO Australia Kat Dunn tells Sal’s remarkable
story at this LINK

Help us secure our land so up to 2,000 women like Sal can lead
dignified, meaningful lives that enrich their communities by 2020,
and many thousands more over the long-term
TAKE THE FIRST STEP
Join our Facebook Event now so you can donate to our
Crowdfunding Campaign when it goes LIVE
Grameen Australia is an Australian not-for-profit organisation with Public Benevolent
Institution and DGR1 status, so donations are tax deductible to donors in Australia.
Visit our website at www.grameen.org.au for all the news and information on our
activities including Current Projects and Case Studies.

